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Abstract - Imitative learning, which teaches human
gestures to robots by demonstration, is an active field of
research in humanoid robotics. In this paper, in order to
allow robots to learn complex/continuous gestures, we
propose a method for segmenting and recognizing such
gestures based on predefined basic motions. Since each
elemental gesture has ambiguous data ranges in a
sequential gesture, we combined both Dynamic Time
Warping and Kullback-Leibler divergence to increase the
accuracy of gesture segmentation. We have achieved
about 80 percent accuracy in segmenting continuous
gestures, and applied our approach to a small humanoid
robot to demonstrate that imitative learning is possible.
Keywords - Gesture recognition, imitative learning,
Dynamic Time Warping.

1. Introduction
Recently, many researchers have been interested in
imitation learning as one of the methods for learning
human gestures in human-robot interaction. Imitative
learning of robots has been accomplished by tracking the
body using vision capture devices or by corresponding the
joint angles using motion sensors [1,2,3]. However, the
gestures that a robot performs are limited to those that
have been pre-programmed. Since most robot applications
have constrained and predefined mobility, learning new
gestures is important to increase the capability of a robot.
Furthermore, if a robot can learn undefined gestures by
observation, it will have greater applicability in
human-robot interactions.
Learning by observation is an intuitive and interactive
method used to train robots. To allow for incremental and
extensible learning, a robot should be able to compose new
knowledge form previously learned knowledge. In this
paper, we aim to make a robot learn a human’s complex
gestures by combining primitive gestures that are
predefined.
Nakamura et al. [4] has already tried to make a robot
mimic a human’s continuous motion via segmentation into
predefined gestures. The applied gestures, however, are
limited to repetitive and complete actions such as walking,
running, and kicking. The method does not divide a
continuous gesture into two single gestures because it does
not find both starting and ending points correctly. In order
to make a new motion from incomplete gestures, we

consider that both starting and ending points should be
recognized in human gestures that are not repetitive.
This paper presents a novel approach to segment
continuous human gestures. First, a robot trains primitive
gestures such as simple arm gestures through
corresponding human gestures. When a trainer performs
an action that he wants to teach to the robot, the robot
segments the complex motion into its predefined primitive
gestures. Second, when the complex motion is composed
of ambiguous primitives that have a common area
connecting each gesture, we make the robot find the
optimal separating spot. Finally, the robot imitates the
complex motion by following a human’s demonstration.
We demonstrate an experiment where a small
humanoid robot imitates a user’s arm actions using three
accelerometers. The proposed methods are applied to
segment ambiguous actions and are evaluated with respect
to various types of human gestures. From this experiment,
the desired actions can be trained through human
demonstration without direct intervention from the user.

2. Gesture Segmentation using DTW
In order for a robot to learn human gestures by
demonstration, it needs to consider several characteristics
of gestures. First, most gestures that humans perform are
composed of a sequential combination of primitive
gestures. Second, since a single gesture can be performed
at various speeds the recognition algorithm should be able
to deal with the temporal variation. Third, human gestures
are performed smoothly even though the gesture is
apparently divided into two separated gestures. In this
section, we propose an approach to tackle how to segment
the continuous gestures with temporal variation, and then
we treat the third problem in the following section.
We introduce a solution that divides the user’s motion,
which is composed of more than two primitive gestures,
into separate primitive gestures and subsequently
recognizes each gesture. The robot recognizes the
primitive gestures of users through accelerometers. We
know the range of each primitive gesture through a
collection of several data samples. The amount of time it
takes for a user to complete a motion varies for every test,
therefore, we apply the Dynamic Time Warping (DTW)
algorithm. DTW is an algorithm for measuring similarity
between two sequences that may vary in time or speed [5].
Since DTW can cope with different motioning speed, it
has been applied to gesture segmentation [6,7].
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Fig. 1. The overall process of gesture segmentation
using DTW. The gray box means the separated
process according to the predefined gesture templates.
We describe the method for dividing and recognizing a
continuous gesture into primitive gestures as shown in Fig.
1. A robot makes a template of each primitive gesture by
repetitively capturing the user’s gesture. The robot
compares the user’s input data with previously obtained
primitive templates. The first primitive gesture in the input
data is obtained by applying dynamic programming to
every primitive template. The chosen primitive template is
the one that has the lowest distance calculated by dynamic
programming. The position that comes after the first
primitive gesture in the input data is considered as a
starting point of the second gesture. The robot tries to
discover the second gesture using the same process. This
process is iterated until user’s data is completely
processed.
Figure 2 illustrates the segmentation of a continuous
gesture using the DTW algorithm. For example, there are
three different primitive gestures and a user’s input data
consisted of the primitive gestures. The accumulated
distances of three templates are respectively calculated
based on the starting point of an input data. After
calculation, the template that has the lowest distance at the
last points is selected as a recognized gesture. The position
after the end-point of the first gesture in the input data is
considered as the starting point of next gesture. Then the
second gesture is found using the same process. If the
input data has no more data to compare the robot compares
distances at the end of the input data for each primitive
template, and then it selects the template with the lowest
distance for the last gesture.

Fig. 2. Segmentation of a continuous gesture by
DTW. Red, green, and black circles mean first,
second, and third end-points respectively which were
calculated by distance comparison.

3. Seamless Gesture Recognition
Continuous motion is not always composed of
distinctly separated primitive gestures, as shown in Fig. 3.
We define this motion as a seamless gesture. Since this
gesture contains a double-information (e.g. end of the first
primitive gesture and beginning of the second primitive
gesture), finding accurate end-points is hard when
segmenting input data using DTW. During segmentation,
the calculated starting point of a second gesture may not be
detected at the head but in the middle of the gesture. In this
section, therefore, we propose a method that searches for
an appropriate starting point in an area where double
information has appeared.
When input data corresponds with a certain primitive
gesture, we assume that the distributions of two data sets
are similar. Furthermore, if some data area contains double
information, the area could have different distribution
values comparing with those of the corresponding
template. After finding the end-point of the first gesture,
both the recognized input data and the selected template
are divided into several small blocks. Each block has its
own distribution and we determine the similarity of
distribution between the corresponding blocks.
In order to calculate the distribution we apply
Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence [8]. KL divergence of
two data sets (P and Q) is represented as DKL (P| Q and
the equation is similar to the relative entropy (Eq. (1)).

DKL (P || Q)  -x p( x) log q( x)  x p( x) log p( x)

(1)
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Fig. 3. The characteristic of seamless gestures. Both
the dot circle of upper side and the dark-gray block of
input data in the bottom side indicate ranges that
contain double information.

Fig. 5. Accuracy rates of gesture recognition
according to testers and sequential gesture lengths

where q(x) and p(x) denote the probabilities of data x in set
of P and Q. If DKL (P| Q is zero, distributions of two sets
are equal. The bigger the value is the more different two
distributions are.
KL divergence is calculated for every small
corresponding block between the template and the input
data in order to compare distribution differences. If the
distribution of data is different in the block, the input data
is considered to have double information.

4. Experimental Result and Discussion
4.1 Experimental Result
In order to test our approach for gesture segmentation,
we attached three 3-axis accelerometers on a user’s arm, as
shown in Fig. 4. A small humanoid robot is wirelessly
controlled by a PC, which receives data from the
accelerometers.
Before human demonstration, models of six primitive
gestures are preset (e.g. up to down, left to right, up to left,
left to down, down to right, and right to up). The training
data of the user’s gestures are previously acquired seven
times, each at different speeds. The robot is able to
perform each primitive gesture by predefined motion
control program. At the start of the demonstration, a user
shows several combined gestures, which are composed of
primitive gestures. After the robot observes a human’s
demonstration, the robot analyzes the motion data and
imitates the new combined gestures. Figure 7 shows some
sequential gestures both that a human demonstrates and
that a robot imitates after segmentation.
The experimental result is shown in Fig. 5 and 6. After

Fig. 6. Accuracy rates of gesture recognition
according to gesture lengths and applied algorithms.
recognizing continuous gestures using DTW, the accuracy
rate of segmentation was about 60 to 80 percent on the
users. While the length of combined gestures did not affect
the accuracy rate remarkably, the accuracy was different
depending on the testers. It is related to the existence of
double-information in the gestures. Even if two testers
perform the same gesture, one tester understands it as a
connection of distinct primitive gestures and the other
recognizes it as a seamless gesture. To evaluate that some
seamless gestures with double information are critical in
the continuous gestures, we applied KL divergence to the
data. When applying only DTW, the accuracy rate was
71.9, 68.8, and 70 percent for sequential gestures.
However, after adding KL divergence to search for
optimal boundaries for the ambiguous gestures, accuracy
was increased about 7 to 15 percent.
4.2 Discussion

Fig. 4. Accuracy rates of gesture recognition
according to testers and sequential gesture lengths

We found that several additional works enable robots to
be more natural during human-robot interaction, in
addition to imitation learning. First, a general template is
necessary for a robot to recognize gestures regardless of
the identity of users. Second, a robot needs to extend its
performable gestures such as hand, leg, and body motions
by imitation. One method is to include discriminative
primitive gestures based on other motion sensors and a
vision system. On the other hand, our experiments only
evaluated partial gestures generated by three
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Fig. 7. Human demonstration with accelerometers for robot imitative learning. The red circle means the starting
position of a continuous gesture.
accelerometers on an arm. Another method is to account
for the speed and levels of smoothness in doing imitative
gestures. A single gesture may have various meanings
depending on the intentions of the user. The intention
usually affects some factors such as speed, power, and
route. If a robot is aware of the details of gestures and
reflects them to imitate a motion, combination of same
primitive gestures can be extended to various types that
have their own meaning. Fourth, we give feedback to a
robot by applying other interfaces like voice and display,
as a method for evaluation of learning. These interfaces
allow a robot to learn human gestures more actively and
interactively.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed an algorithm to segment
complex/continuous human motions into a combination of
primitive gestures that are previously defined and known
to a robot. Using DTW, a sequentially connected gesture
was divided into predefined elemental actions. Moreover,
when two gestures were merged into one seamless gesture,
we found the exact starting point of the following gesture
by using KL divergence. By combining the two
approaches, we achieved about 80 percent accuracy of
gesture recognition.
Imitation learning is an important factor in
human-robot interaction to increase the applicability of
robots. This paper aimed to solve the fundamental problem
of imitation and to extend gestures that a robot can
perform without predefined models. This research can be a
basis for interactive and imitative learning.
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